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Preface 

 

From the moment I began teaching love workshops, I became aware of a need for 
specific material on dating. Why? Because it is a major stumbling block on the way to love.  

Even when people are doing well in my work – changing their energy to hopeful, 
boosting their confidence, sending out a soul call – they can easily crumble in the face of dealing 
with an actual human being who is attractive to them. 

So many who’ve done my releasing work tell me that they dread getting back “out there” 
again – diving into the dating pool. When you think about it like that, yes, it’s pretty daunting! 

Issues that come up for people are as follows: 

 

• Repeating a bad pattern over & over 

• Going for the unavailable 

• Settling for someone 

• Freezing up when you encounter someone “hot” 

• Rejection 

• Trauma – getting paralyzed from past hurt in love & unable to move forward 

• Set in Your Ways – single so long that you’ve gotten used to it 

• Negativity – being judgy (my made-up word) so love cannot get in 

• Awkward Socially – choke when it comes to dating interactions  

• Dating Desert – No one interesting in sight & a long dry stretch 

• Series of bad dates 

• Frustrating dating pattern 

• Constant rejection 

• Can’t find anyone suitable 

• Fizzled romances 

• Heartbroken, can’t get past someone 

• Kissing WAY too many frogs 
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• Hate dating & avoid it 

• Exhausted by the mating dance 

 

These issues and more come up often.  

And I’m happy to report the high success rate that I have in working with people to turn 
their dating life completely around. Most quickly find love.  

This dating method has worked for thousands, now happily together with their soulmates. 
So, let’s dive in to get you there, too. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 When the subject turns to dating in live workshops, often a collective groan will 
go up. Dating has gotten a bad rap -- for some of the reasons listed above and the many issues 
that come up in meeting & sorting through people looking for the love of your life. 

 

 If you have that same reaction – to recoil at the thought of dating, then I have 
good news. 

  

 We’re going to turn that around for you. Dating will become an enjoyable time in 
your life that will lead quickly to what you want – finding your One, your soulmate. 

 

 I have taught many courses on dating. In the last telecourse I did, we had major 
breakthroughs. By the time it ended, over half of the participants were dating someone seriously. 
And almost all had some major shifts and were seeing their dating life perk up. 

 

 I’ve perfected a formula to treat whatever your blocks are in dating, and we’ll 
work on that in this book. 

  

Let us be clear about one thing, though. 

 

You simply cannot get to your soulmate without dating 
 
 

Even if your soulmate is the next person you date, you still have to date him or her. I 
define dating loosely -- as anything that you do to get to know another being. It can be 
nontraditional but you can’t skip this process. 

 
When you are dating the love of your life, you don’t want to skip it! You want to prolong 

the deliciousness of this courtship period, because it is amazing. And whatever you have to do to 
get there, it’s worth it. 
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And yet some have a bumpy start – even when they’re soulmates. I cannot tell you how 
many people I’ve worked with who have a very rocky first date. It still works out, but if they had 
successfully taken the steps in this book, they could have skipped a world of angst.  

 
It’s very common to disconnect at the critical moment – when you meet someone exciting 

to you. Ideally, you can circumvent this tendency in yourself and have a very smooth enjoyable 
journey into the arms of your soulmate. I’ll show you how, and if you really dedicate yourself to 
this work, you won’t have another care when it comes to dating. Dating will be an enjoyable new 
world for you. 

 

There is a way to date for your soulmate. I call this target dating. I know it sounds very 
cold and clinical – like the worst kind of dating. But it’s the opposite. It’s simply being very 
focused on finding the right person and setting yourself for just that. 

 

Target Dating = dating in a lasered way to produce The One 

 

Most of this is internal work. As you prep better, you dissolve your script & get 
amazingly different results. 

 

What is your script? It’s an energy you carry. If you think about it, you know this on 
some level. We can read people very quickly. You know if someone is a doormat or a sucker. 
You can tell if they’re confident or insecure. I call it a script because we can’t blame anyone for 
how they treat us. It’s like we’re handing them a script – telling them exactly how to behave 
toward us. Only very skilled, high folks can avoid a script and treat someone the way they 
deserve to be treated (therapists and counselors, for example). 

 

One of my specialties is dissolving lesser scripts in people. This work will help you do 
just that. So, if you practically have a sign on your face that says “take advantage of me,” we’ll 
get rid of that. It is one of the keys to dissolving any bad dating patterns you have. 

 

Why has dating been rough for you? It’s not all your fault. In addition to whatever 
baggage you picked up along the way (studies show that by adolescence most of us have taken a 
big hit in our confidence levels), there are some very valid reasons why dating has been rough 
for you: 
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• There is so much bad dating advice around 
• You didn’t know better 
• Your past is informing your present 
• You’ve bought into common notions about dating that are not true 
 
But rest assured, these are very fixable problems. You have every hope for becoming 

good at dating, even having fun with it, and targeting it so you come together with your soulmate 
in very short order. And then, your dating days are over! 

 
Just because you’ve shied away from dating, forgot how to date or have been in a dating 

desert doesn’t mean it can’t change. 
 
It just takes some very simple adjustments to make dating a completely different (& 

successful) experience for you. 
 
Be aware of this: 
 
• Your dating past does not limit what you can hope for 
• Neither does your age, your weight or any limits you’ve feared 
 
By the time you’re through with this book, 
 
• You’ll know what you’re doing wrong 
• And how to fix it easily 
• You’ll have some tools 
 
You will change everything fast! 
 
So here’s what it will take for us to accomplish this change. 
 
1. A shift in your mentality 
2. Shaking things up in your outer world a bit 
3. Some new techniques that I’ll show you 
 

You can’t be blamed for dating badly or in an uninformed way. There’s a great deal of 
wrong info out there. But now, you begin to know better  

 

Example 

 

Stacey was chronically attracted to “eels” – guys who kept her strung along but would 
never fully commit. And just when she would decide she had to do some releasing, the eel would 
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reel her back in with renewed promises of commitment. Of course, he would pull away a few 
months later, and she’d be right back at Square 1. On her third eel, she was fed up and found my 
work. 

 

She decided she was done with this pattern and just wanted a real boyfriend who was 
full-on, serious and ready to go forward. She did the three steps you’re about to learn with a big 
emphasis on Step Two – Releasing. She had to not only let go of her latest eel, but also whatever 
allure the eel creature had for her. 

 

Sure enough, the most recent eel tried to come back but she held firm this time. No 
longer would she be a puppet on a string – at his beck and call. Laying in those boundaries was 
part of new script she chose – one of self-respect & not settling for crumbs.  

 

Then, she met Patrick, a handsome nice guy. They were instantly attracted, and he 
showed every sign of sticking around for her. She had to get used to it being so straightforward, 
and almost dropped her teeth when he beat her to the punch – asking her if she was serious about 
him or not. Her biggest growth was accepting that this was not too good to be true. She got this – 
true love. They are now engaged, planning a summer wedding. She got her “sweet revenge” with 
a couple of the old eels who tried to reel her back in, telling them she was off the market and 
very happy. Of course, they are still single, looking for new victims. 
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2. Step One: The Inner Work 

 

So let’s get started with learning to date for The One. Here’s the first step, and it is the 
most important one. It is having an internal shift. We need to lay in a new script for you – one 
that is hopeful and very confident about yourself and your prospects for love. 

 

As you do this inner work, your energy will change. You will not have to be the most 
attractive person in the room to have every head turn when you walk in. You will carry yourself 
in such a way that people are intrigued by you. You will exude the fact that you’re interesting, 
connected and a fascinating person to get to know. 

Your inner climate – your beliefs about yourself, about love and your faith – determine 
the energy you exude and the results you get. I’m amazed at the speed with which things start 
looking up as you make these changes. 

 

Exercise 

 

First, let’s examine why dating may have been hard. Start a file on your computer, tablet 
or smartphone or a new section of your journal just for the Dating for the One work. Go through 
the following list, and make note of anything on this list that applies to you.  

 

• You have a belief that love will be dangled before you, but you never get it 
• You may feel inadequate, less-than 
• You’ve bought the concept of updating – dating out of your league 
• You believe in rejection or competition in love 
• You give away your power when you get involved with someone 
• You fall for the unavailable or those that treat you badly 
• You believe that dating is really hard in your city 
• You think the chances for finding love are slim for you 
• You secretly worry that you’re left out of love 
• You believe that no one could love some part of you 
• You think that you need to do something to be love-ready (lose weight, get therapy) 
• You are scared to connect with someone attractive to you 
• You buy what your friends, family or past dates say about your “flaws” 
• You go off the deep end when you fall in love, getting completely off-center 
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• You’re in a long dating desert: haven’t dated in a long time & no one in sight 
• You cannot kick attachment to an ex even though it will never work out 
• You feel you have heavy responsibility & have no time to date 
• You avoid dating by being a workaholic 
• You choke any time things start happening with someone 
• You’ve made dating into a full-time job with constant dates & events (exhausted!) 
• You are plagued by fears & insecurities about dating 
 
Take a moment to think about your love life. What tends to go wrong? Why are you still 

single? Is there anything else that’s not on the above list that plagues you in dating? 
 
Make note of the answers to these questions. 
 
So, now we know what we’re working with. What you’ve written down is what we need 

to change. You will not believe how fast your dating life will look up as we eradicate this 
negative energy about dating. 

 
Confidence Exercise 
 
By far the biggest change you can make is your opinion of yourself. When you know you 

are precious, lovable and valuable, you turn on the Universal Attractant – confidence. Studies 
show this is the one thing that everyone is attracted to, and it makes a world of difference. 

 
This issue of being insecure comes up so often for singles that I’ve ended up adding more 

self-esteem work to every class I’ve taught on dating. I finally created a product just to help folks 
with the issue -- The Universal Attractant Program. 

 
Our first step is remembering who you are – something you knew when you were age 3 

or under. Socialization & bad parenting have been shown in many studies to erode a healthy 
sense of self. But in dating – and in life in general – we need to put that back in place. 

 
• Shore yourself up by listing all of your valuable qualities. Get used to tapping into your 

value as a being more quickly than listing all of your faults. Start that list right now. 
 
• Practice remembering who you are on a daily basis. Try it out today. If something 

shakes you up, remember the list you’ve made of your value. 
 
• Catch yourself when you put yourself down or allow others to do so. Replace it with a 

more self-affirmative thought or behavior. 
 
• Be more gentle with yourself, and hug yourself when you feel you’ve screwed up. Give 

yourself a break! 
 
• There is no such thing as updating (out of your league). Start seeing people as your 

equal – even the hottest person you can imagine. 
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NOTE: Some (bad) dating techniques have you put others down (called a neg) in order to 
build yourself up. This is common in the Seduction Community – a school of thinking that tries 
to teach guys how to successfully pick up women. Not only does it fail, but really, is this a nice-
feeling way to build yourself up? Of course not! Better to do what we’re doing here & gain such 
a sense of self that you would never have to resort to putting someone else down. Obviously, 
negging is wrong & manipulative. Instead, walking in your magnificence will have 
reverberations not only in your love life but in your financial, work and social life, too. It is a 
more real and effective way of leveling the field. 

 
• As you get clear on how precious you are, you act differently and tap into the Universal 

Attractant. This is one of the quickest turnarounds we see in folks who do this work. Things heat 
up in not only their dating life but in numerous other ways, too. 

 
• The person HOTTEST to you is most likely to be your One, so you will need to get 

used to it – feeling good enough for someone extremely attractive. This exercise will prepare you 
well for that. Then, you won’t choke and feel like crawling into a hole. Instead, you can go 
forward easily with this hottie into a committed relationship. 

 
• Elevate yourself to being equal to all. Go around with this attitude, ferret out ways in 

which you tend to feel less-than, and adjust your thinking by coming back to this exercise. 
 
Whenever insecurities come up, remind yourself of the following: 
 
You are worthy of love “as is.” You are lovable right now & always have been. Love is 

your birthright. You do not have to do one thing to measure up. You are ready and deserving of 
love this very minute. Your soulmate will be hot to you, and love you back in equal measure. 
Your job is to get used to that fact, so you don’t freak out when your love comes along. 

 
When any dating book tells you that you have to do this or that to earn love, proceed with 

caution. You don’t have to be something you’re not. You don’t have to jump through hoops. And 
in doing so, the end result will not be your soulmate. If you try to win someone over, you may be 
trying to prove that you are worthy of love. You will be working to keep that person for the rest 
of the relationship. If you had to convince them that you’re worthy, they’re not your soulmate. 

 
Your soulmate will see who you are. Your soulmate will make no bones about the fact 

that they are interested in you and find you attractive. You may have to get used to it. 
 
Example 
 
Leslie had been dating for a while. She used the material in this book to date smarter, and 

let go of two relationships when she saw they were not what she wanted. One was a hard-to-
shake eel, but she did admirably well in saying good-bye and meaning it. She was surprised at 
how quickly Bryson came along after that. He was everything she wanted, far better than the 
previous two guys she had dated. And he made no bones about the fact that he was interested in 
her. She fell into her old pattern of sweating every text and email. And because he was not big on 
communicating during the week while working, she had a couple of panic attacks. She really 
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liked this guy and felt vulnerable. But Bryson meant business with her, and to her surprise, he 
proposed within a few months. She still had to work to get up to speed with how good it has 
gotten. He gets her, sees her, adores her without makeup in the mornings and for him, no one 
else will do.  

 
Inner Climate 
 
By far the biggest internal shift you can make is the one of boosting your sense of self-

worth. It will have the most profound results in your love life. 
 
But in Step One: The Inner Work, we also need to work on your inner climate as pertains 

to dating. Far too many have a negative idea of dating. It is perpetuated by the media and 
possibly even by your friends. But you can’t have it both ways – you cannot be negative about 
love and dating and attract your soulmate. So let’s learn to be more positive about dating. 

 
Work on your attitude about dating, love & your prospects for love. Turn a blind eye on 

media – television shows or news reports – with a negative, cynical take on love. 
 
And quit listening to your friends. You cannot buy into what others say – not if you want 

the love of your life. You can’t even agree or complain any more. When you do, you drag 
yourself down. In that moment, you are less open to love, and it cannot come in. 

 
You must also boost your faith that the One is out there. And that you are drawing them 

forth with this work. Forget the idea that dating is a numbers game. There are no odds. A few 
minutes of doing this work and really getting into attractant mode are worth thousands of hours 
spent in worry, cynicism and doubt – trying to work or earn your way to love. 

 
Remember it could happen at any moment Love can appear in a second and change your 

life forever. It is right around the corner now, so walk forward with that expectancy 
 
• Get yourself in the right frame of mind 
• Otherwise anything you do will be futile and only add to your dating misery 
 
Avoidance 
 
Far too many that I’ve worked with conduct their dating life trying to avoid something. 

They’ve been around the dating block once or twice, and don’t want to be hurt again. 
 
Does this work? No! You cannot avoid what you don’t want to find your love. Rather, 

you need to go for what you do want. Avoidance fills your head with negative possibilities, and 
they will continue to manifest. 

 
If you’ve been cheated on and are now suspicious of anyone you encounter, you will 

keep attracting cheaters instead of your soulmate (who cannot see past you & would never cheat 
on you). 
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If you have been treated roughly and try to sniff out any sign that a potential mate would 
be emotionally (or physically abusive), guess what? You’ll end up attracting another abuser. 

 
Exercise 
 
Write down everything you’ve been trying to avoid. The past experiences you don’t want 

to repeat. Leave space after each one. 
 
Instead of dwelling on these unwanted experiences, let’s now turn them around. Under 

each one, write the opposite of it – what you DO want. Let’s focus on that instead from now on. 
 
Imagine what it is like to be with someone who adores you, who can’t see past you, who 

would never hurt you or cheat on you. Someone who is available and interested in what you do. 
Someone supportive. Journal about what that experience is like. If you get any of my CD’s, they 
include Guided Meditations to help you flesh out this new focus – on the positive. You can do it 
on your own by revisiting this deliberate new focus on what you do want daily. 

 
Focus 
 
What you focus on grows bigger. When you focus on fear and negativity, you’ll get more 

of it. But when you focus on what you want, you draw it to you. 

 

So, make where you’re going (into the arms of your soulmate) more REAL to you than 
where you are now 

 

 • Take this dating journey lightly. Have fun with it! 
 
 • Remember you’ve set an intention to find love. Now, that intention is in motion, 

helping to deliver love to you. If you can focus on this intention often, imagining it playing out, 
it will make you a cooperative component in this delicious ride to love 

 
 • You do not have to be super serious because your intention is now in motion. You can 

relax and have a good time meeting folks and sifting through possibilities 
 
 • Remember that love is on its way just as though you’ve placed an order 
 
 • Now it’s just the playing out of it, though you can delay when you’re off 
 
 • Happiness = soulmate level of attraction (heads will turn). So get happy, be playful and 

just enjoy the ride. 
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3. Step Two: Letting Go 

 

Release is an integral part of my work. People drag a lot of baggage into dating, and it 
can thwart you. Baggage in the form of old attachments, limited beliefs and doubts will delay 
love from arriving at your door. 

 

You can sabotage dates when you drag old limits into the present. You may try to 
manipulate, pump yourself up falsely with bragging or bring up your ex inappropriately. You 
may be so rife with suspicion and past bad experiences that you cannot give the person before 
you a proper chance. You may project old experiences into the now, clouding your view of any 
possibility for love.  

 

So in this step, we lose the baggage. 

 

Dating can be easy, fun and effective. But you may make it hard by: 

 

 • accepting what you’ve been told about dating 

 • what you believe about yourself and your position in life 

 • your hopes or lack thereof 

 • dragging past experiences into the present 

 • looking for who’s going to hurt you next 

• buying into the idea of rejection 

 • what your friends say about how hard it is to date in your town 

 • paying attention to statistics, reports or hearsay that are irrelevant to you 

• fearing that you will lose your freedom if you get too close 

• having bad boundaries or being ruled by guilt 

• perpetuating a pattern like going for the unavailable 

• thinking anyone attractive is out of your league 

• doing too much to try to earn love or trying to win someone over 
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• having low standards 

• tending to settle because you believe you can’t have it all 

• despairing at the appearance of a dating desert 

 

Our goal in this step is to: 

 

• Reject rejection 

• Let go of old experiences & attachments 
• Release old ways of thinking & internal limits 
• Become immune to any naysayers in your life 
• Cease caring what others think 
• Turn a new page & allow things to be different now 

 

No more looking in the rearview mirror! 

Look to where you want to go instead!! 

 

In this process, remember: 

 

 • What has gone before is no predictor of what can happen next 
 • Many signs of encouragement you mistakenly view as another failure 
 • It will never be as good as when you come together with your One 
 • Keeping your eye on where you want to go rather than what is not there now will help 

you move forward more quickly 
• Perseverance is important 
 

When you're single, it’s easy to fear sticking your neck out to bond. There are ways we'll 
get into of minimizing your risk while opening more, sending out feelers to people you actually 
find attractive (otherwise, you're ruling out the person most likely to be your soulmate). Fear can 
inhibit being close. We all want to be close, but we are afraid that if we really reveal ourselves, 
really open up, we'll get hurt. As you progress, you have to keep going beyond the fear to faith.  
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Exercise  

 

Get out your notes for the Dating for The One work. Contemplate your romantic past. 

 

1. Write down the most painful memories you have in love. Note any ways that you have 
not yet recovered from them. Are there beliefs you took away from the experience that you still 
carry? 

 

2. Next make note of anyone who you still feel attached to.  

 

• If you have had a child with someone, you are tied together for life in a way, but you 
can still lose the attachment to your co-parent, your ex. 

 

• If someone died, you are still here, living, and you deserve love now, so you must let 
go. (You don’t have to forget the good times, you just have to let go of attachment. Your 
departed love wants this for you – more love. (S)he would not deprive you of that).  

 

• If you are still hung up on an ex or think you’ll never do better, then you need to 
dissolve that attachment, too. In fact, attachment to an ex is the biggest block you will ever have 
to new love. 

 

• You may be unknowingly attached to someone else in a way that blocks love for you: a 
child you are responsible for, a best friend, a pet or an elderly parent you care for. Understand 
that you cannot source anyone else, and love can be a plus for this relationship instead of a 
minus. Romantic love and this relationship are not mutually exclusive. 

 

Examine yourself carefully for any attachments to other people. We will let go of them, 
but many can be hidden. It’s easy to be unaware of some of your attachments. 

 

3. Add to your growing list any limited beliefs, patterns or fears you bring into dating. Go 
back through this chapter to scour for the ones that apply to you. Some of the work you did in 
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Step One can clue you into baggage you need to let go of in order to transform your dating life. 
Also, look back through the Introduction to this book to see other baggage you have to let go. 
Make note of any of these things listed that apply to you. 

 

4. Now turn your attention to your view of yourself.  

 

• Are there certain people attractive to you that you can’t imagine dating?  

• What comes up when you want to connect with a romantic possibility?  

• What goes wrong and what is your part in it when it hasn’t worked out?  

• Do you apologize too much?  

• Do you have trouble connecting when things progress?  

• Is your view of yourself as desirable clouded? 

We already began doing self-esteem boosting in Step One, and now it’s time to let go of 
old patterns of seeing yourself badly that get in the way of dating for the love of your life. 

 

5. Write down anything else that you can think of that you’d like to let go of that affects 
your dating life negatively. 

 

6. Now we’re going to do a release ritual. While some might write this off as hokey, 
ritual works as I’ve seen over and over in my work. Something shifts. As you focus on letting go, 
you do! So vow with me to now let go. 

Look at the list you’ve made of all you want to release. One by one, focus on each thing 
you’re going to release and energetically let it go. Imagine a warm, helpful shower coursing 
through your body, gently washing away all of the things you are releasing. Feel yourself becoming 
lighter & stronger with each piece of baggage you dissolve. 

The release of a person is the hardest. Do take a moment to say good-bye, any parting 
words and feel any ties between you dissolving. 

After you go through this process, sit with your eyes closed for a few moments. Feel 
more free, like an empty vessel waiting for some new & better patterns. 

 

7. No release would be complete without the replacement step. It’s something that I 
always add to the letting-go process. Replacing the old with somethimg new is how patterns are 
broken once & for all. 
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Go back over the list of things you just released. Make a new list – item by item – of 
what you want to replace each limit you’ve let go of with. Here are some examples: 

 

• Pattern of going for the unavailable -> Holding out for someone who is all in with me 

 

•Thinking I’m not good enough for someone hot -> Knowing my hot soulmate will find 
me irresistible 

 

• A person to whom you’ve been attached -> The thought of someone new with whom 
it’s perfect and it flows easily 

 

• Looking for signs someone will hurt me -> Seeing the harmony in someone I’m dating 

 

• Staying with someone out of guilt -> Picking & choosing who I date freely 

 

• Fear of losing my freedom in love -> Relating in a free, hold-on-loosely way, choosing 
someone who honors my need for space 

 

8. Every time something you’ve released threatens to come back, do a small release of it 
(just with a thought like: “I’ve let this go, and I release it again”) and focus back on the 
replacement step you’ve written down. Memorize the replacement step so you can gnaw away at 
stubborn old patterns until they’re gone & you’re dating successfully. 

 

9. Do not affirm – in thought, word or deed – any of your old limits. This means not 
agreeing with friends who say “dating sucks in this town” or “there are no good men left.” It 
means not dragging out your sorry old story of love tragedy from the past. And when you have 
thoughts about the past – which most often take the form of regrets – nip the thought in the bud 
so it doesn’t gain momentum to propel you into a funk. And turn your thoughts back to planning 
the future you want to have with your soulmate. 
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Your love story is not yet written. 

Your life is not over so it cannot be a tragedy. 

The best is yet to come!
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4. Step Three: Transforming Interactions 

 

The big stumbling blocks in dating come with the interactions. The first two steps we’ve 
done have prepaved the way for your interactions to shift. When you let go of baggage and 
change your energy, things will automatically go more smoothly as you meet and date romantic 
interests. 

 

For Step Three, we work directly with your interacting, applying what you’ve learned to 
make connecting go much more smoothly than it ever has for you. 

 

I have used the techniques I’ll introduce to you in Step Three to great success. 

 

Example 
 

One woman had admired a man for months at work. They often rode the elevator 
together, and she could not muster up the nerve to even look at him, she was so intimidated. As 
she did the first two steps we’ve taken – releasing her idea that he was so above her, boosting her 
own sense of self-worth and imagining it going well with him – it helped her edge closer to begin 
to be able to speak to him. 

But still she choked again and again as she tried to make contact. She just couldn’t bring 
herself to do it. 

We worked with a different way of connecting until she was able to catch his eye in the 
elevator and say “hello” in the special way that I teach. It went well, so they began to converse 
when they saw each other, which led to him asking her out. Now, they are in a relationship. 
Success! Her fears were so great toward him probably because he was a good match, but they 
paralyzed her from being able to find this out.  

 

Why do so many do well until it comes to interacting with another person? 

 

• They can feel less-than – intimidated 
 
• Many bring their past with them 
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• They are often too concerned about rejection 
 
• They get selfish – forget there’s another person involved. They’re so worried about how 

they come across that they ignore the other person who would like to talk with them or that 
person’s needs. Isn’t it weird how nervousness is actually quite selfish? 

 
• Every fear seems to rush in 
 
• The Bottom Line: they somehow get off-center when faced with someone they’d like to 

connect with 
 
Does this sound like you? Here are some mistakes that often cause people to sabotage 

when trying to connect with someone. 
 
 

 

• Forgetting to center first. They go into an important interaction without preparing first, 
something I’ll teach you to do. 

 
• Placing too much emphasis on any particular interaction. A light interaction does not 

need that kind of pressure. Nothing is make-or-break, so one interaction should not matter that 
much. 

 
• Not taking things lightly enough. Having a heavy agenda when you are first connecting 

is too intense. It’s okay to be light and breezy, fun and happy, because things will go better 
initially. You’ll have plenty of time to go deeper later. 

 
• Coming from a place of less-than. We’ve talked about this before. You are equal to 

every human being – even someone super hot to you. When you place someone on a pedestal 
and try to talk to them from down below, it will not go well. This is where the confidence work 
comes in handy. 

 
• Letting lower level energies prevail. This means you are acting out of fear, from an off-

center place such as desperation, neediness, competition or even a heavy agenda – like getting 
her into bed. When lower energies motivate you, you will repel a person as surely as if you put 
your hand on them & pushed them away. 

 
• Taking bad dating advice full of manipulation. When you are trying to be something 

other than yourself to find love. . . when you are jumping through hoops, behaving according to a 
system, it will usually go badly. It’s awkward, you’re trying to remember too many things, 
you’re not being you, and the results will not be what you want. If dating advice feels like too 
much or unnatural, don’t do it. You don’t have to change to find love nor do you have to walk on 
egg shells and do things just so to find love. Soulmate love is not that fragile! 
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I have some good news. It is not hard to turn things around. There’s a very effective way 
to change your capacity for successful interaction with someone attractive to you. Something that 
is easy, fun and in which you are just doing you. 

 
This is a method I teach folks in my dating intensives and telecourses. If you ever get a 

chance to do one with me, grab it. I do them infrequently, but coaching folks through this way of 
connecting has brought out even the shyest person. 

 

I came up with this method to help introverts like me, shy ones or just those who choke in 
connecting with someone attractive. I was astonished at how much it helped. Use it when you 
encounter someone and want to connect. 

 

Obviously, the first step is to find someone you’d like to connect with. Focus especially on 
those who in the past would have intimidated you. As you practice, it’s fine to find just anyone 
of vague interest, just to get this new way of connecting down pat. 

 

Secondly, you need to build yourself up before you connect – prepaving the way for a 
smooth, productive interaction.  

 

• Harken back to the work we’ve done already in this process.  

• Remember your list of why you’re valuable. Center back into who you are. 

• Bring back into your mind the positive affirmations you’ve been saying to yourself 
about dating & your love prospects.  

• Then, add in a dose of fantasy. Imagine this interaction going super well. See the two of 
you flirting. Envision this person being interested in you. You could even go so far as to 
fantasize about the two of you touching or kissing. In this process, elevate yourself to being an 
equal with the person you’ve identified to connect with. 

 

All of this second step can happen in a matter of seconds. Your brain works quickly, 
right? Have you ever looked up after going off on a mental tangent that seemed like hours only 
to discover less than a minute has passed? 

 

As you practice this part, you’ll get better at it, so it’s like superman putting on his cape. 
It can happen in one fell swoop, at lightning speed. 
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The third and final step is the actual interaction. Go forward pumped up by the build-up 
you just did. Feel the renewed confidence and optimism envelope you like a warm wrap. 

 

Now, make contact from this elevated place you’re in. If connecting has been something 
you never do . . . if you have never initiated contact (even guys can be guilty of this), then just 
try the initial parts of this connecting progression, and consider that progress. 

 

Sticking your toe into this effective connecting process is fine at first. Then, go further 
into it as your comfort level expands. 

 

• Look into their eyes. Convey warmth, interest & fun. You don’t have to hold the gaze 
too long, but do attempt to look into their soul 

 

• Smile. If you’re not comfortable with catching someone’s eyes, don’t even try to smile 
at first. But once you get better at it, add in a small smile or a grin. Send some positivity toward 
this person. We all need some sunshine. 

 

• Say something. It can be small talk. It doesn’t matter. A question opens the door to a 
greater conversation. If you have a hard time starting a conversation, remember it’s more about 
them than you. If you can get them talking about something and be a good listener, they’ll 
blossom like a flower under your attention. 

 

• Being a good listener aces being the wit of the party every time. A real connection 
comes from a conversation. Meaning: you talk, they talk, you talk. It’s an exchange. You have 
the power to guide the conversation so it’s not a monologue on either end. A true connection will 
trump trying to impress someone with who you are, what you have or how witty you are. 

 

• Look for commonalities. If you meet in person, clearly your surroundings are shared. Or 
if you meet online (you can still use this method for online introductions), you’ve got that site in 
common. Even if you’re wildly different – like many soulmates turn out to be – you’ll still find 
things to share. 

 

• Seek to really like this person. Admire them (from a vantage point of being equals), be 
interested, for heaven’s sake remember their name and key facts about them, nod at what they 
are saying and project affection toward them in a nonclingy way. We all want to be liked, and 
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it’s a rare person who can resist someone who is enjoying them. Agree with them, relate, 
empathize, be a TERRIFIC listener. 

 

• Create chemistry if the opportunity presents itself. Here are some easy chemistry-
enhancers. Be forewarned that if there is no chemistry on the other person’s part, it may just not 
be a match – no rejection here. But far too many hold back with someone who is starting to be 
attracted out of fear and therefore, miss an opportunity. 

 

• Flirting is a must. If you have been shut down – let’s say you haven’t dated in a long 
time – flirting will open you back up to chemistry. Everyone no matter how shy has a flirting 
style. Look back to how you connected with past loves for some clues. People flirt in a variety of 
ways: winks, suggestive tone, jokes, a glance, touch (a brief & subtle placing or your hand on 
their forearm to make a point or empathize will do), or body language. All of these are ways of 
flirting. Get in touch with your inner flirt and bring him or her out as you connect. This will 
prevent your getting into the friend zone. 

 

• Make sure you are making a connection on both sides. That's when it can work. People 
know in 5 seconds if there’s at least some chance of chemistry, and if there is no response, move 
on. Don’t chalk it up as rejection, just a wrong fit. And pat yourself on the back for trying. You 
are getting somewhere no matter how this one interaction turns out. 

 

• Be warm. Being open-hearted and caring makes people think you have charisma even if 
you’re not a big wit or entertainer. It creates an emotional connection and makes the other person 
feel safe. You don’t have to be something you’re not but warmth gives you a lot of traction in 
interacting. Some people mistakenly teach that being aloof is magic for gaining interest. It is not. 
At the least, it is manipulative and can be far worse in terms of repelling someone. 

 

NOTE: Even introverts like me, the shy and socially awkward can learn this process. I’ve 
shepherded people who did not know how to start or maintain a conversation into being quite 
popular in dating by using this process. Take one step at a time, and you will grow into mastering 
it. Every time you try it, consider it a win. 

 

Going Further 
 

String a whole series of the above interactions together – going further into the steps each 
time – and you’ve got a relationship. But of course, you have to establish a way to reconnect. 
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I suggest having a card printed with your name and email only. You can accomplish this 
at home with your printer or order online (Vistaprint is known for inexpensive business cards). 
Learn to bandy that card about freely with folks you’d like to connect with further. 

 

Hand the person you’ve connected with your card saying: 

 

“I’ve really enjoyed meeting you and would love to be in touch again. Here’s my contact 
info so shoot me an email.” 

 

It can be just that simple. You may end up using the card for other purposes – new 
friends and business connections – so it won’t go to waste even if you only use one and meet 
your soulmate right away (which would be great, right?) 

 

Otherwise, get their info. You can always memorize their name and look them up on 
Facebook. 

 

Rejection 
 

There is no such thing as rejection – only a wrong fit. This is something I have to repeat 
often in my teaching, because we have had the concept of rejection drilled into us from early 
days. And if that idea ever flares its head, it will when you are dating – opening your heart and 
being vulnerable. When you were little, if your next door neighbor didn’t want to play, you 
wouldn’t put your head in your hands and worry about what you’d done wrong. No, you’d be off 
to the neighbors down the block to find someone who did want to play. It was just that simple! 

 

Dating needs to be like that. If someone does not want to be with you, it’s just a wrong 
fit. Give it no more thought but simply travel on to find someone who would not let you go for 
anything in the world. Lack of interest or waning interest just means it’s not your One. 

 

Bonding 
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As you get to know someone, try to spend regular time together. Give them a chance to 
reciprocate and make sure they are interested back. If you are doing all the heavy lifting in the 
relationship, they may not be the right one for you. 

 

Here are some ways to increase your bond more quickly: 

 

• Mix up dates. Don’t always do the same thing together. Some dates should be active. 
Others sitting around & talking. 

 

• Keep up with their life and ask about events you know were happening. “How did that 
meeting work out?” or “How’s your mom doing after that operation?” 

 

• Keep in touch regularly. Text every couple of days, call or email. You want to stay in 
each other’s energy field. Not doing so has resulted in many an estrangement. 

 

• Prove yourself to be trustworthy. 

 

• Don't create unneeded drama. 

 

• Continue to be a good listener. 

 

• Be there for the other person. Be supportive, take care of them when sick or need some 
help. 

 

• Be a good receiver. Most people forget this one. Let the other person give to you. Let 
them take care of you, ask them to help, make them feel useful and able to give to you. Accept 
their love as it comes. Giving to you is just as great a bond as somehow trying to earn their love, 
which doesn't work. 

 

• Drop your agenda. Don’t argue (it doesn't work). Set an intention and let it go at that. 
No one can be your source. No one can fulfill your needs so get rid of that idea. 
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• Work on becoming imperturbable. Dissolve your buttons. Be less reactive, even though 
fears may arise for you. You are responsible for managing your own insecurities. Your date is 
not. 

 

You would automatically do all of the above naturally if you stay centered. But just in 
case, you are getting off-center, here’s the reminder. 

 

Having faith is essential in dating. Yes, it can bring up all your fears about being 
vulnerable but remind yourself that there is no risk involved. You’re learning how to let go (and 
you can always get my “Releasing a Person” work should you need it), you’re learning how to 
date well, so if it doesn’t work out, you will move on until you find the right person. 

 

Read on to find out how to minimize time wasted with the wrong person. 

 

Case Study 
 

One man in a support group I led is a perfect illustration of this dating method in action. 
He admitted that he had never dated anyone he could imagine marrying. When I asked him why, 
it turns out that women he was really attracted to intimidated him. So, he always went for the 
easy dates – women who liked him that he could take or leave – the B Team. This was not doing 
those women any favors, but it also left him assured of not finding his soulmate. 

 

If you do not date anyone you are truly attracted to, you have ruled out those women who 
could be your soulmate! 

 

We were already doing a rewrite of his script, some releasing and confidence-boosting in 
the support group. Then, I taught him the interaction method outlined above. He had this pattern 
of shying away from hot women his whole life, so it was a big leap for him to connect with 
women he found attractive. At first, it was all he could do to look one in the eyes. Once he did 
that with more ease, he added in a smile. After a few flubs, he learned how to start a decent 
conversation with a woman who would have tongue-tied him before. And then, he met Nancy, 
the hottest woman he had ever laid eyes on. She felt the chemistry, too, and finally, he began 
dating a woman he found stunning on every level. They are now married.  
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I think he would still be dating the B Team if he had not expanded into this way of 
connecting. 
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5. Go Forth and Date!  
 

Your charge at this point is to use everything we’ve talked about to coax yourself into 
dating. It does not have to be formal, but at least take some steps to get to know someone of 
interest. 

 

Many tell me that they’re introverts, that they need their soulmate to come to them, as 
outlined in my book Love Will Find You. What I explain to them is this: 

 

Even if your soulmate lands in your lap, you still have to date them. You’re not going to 
run off to Vegas that minute to get hitched (nor would you want to!), so you will have to interact, 
connect and get to know one another. 

 

So while you may take this material in a laidback way, you still need this process to get 
you through dating successfully. It cannot hurt to learn a better way of connecting that feels 
natural and unforced. You are only required to be yourself – the self that is not scared and has 
faith. 

 

Even a recluse or an introvert has to interact with human beings occasionally. And this 
process can be learned. 

 

Evaluation 
 

Target dating – lasering your path to your soulmate – requires gaining very good 
evaluation skills so you don’t waste months or years with the wrong person. 

 

Here is the best way to evaluate: 

 

• Do not evaluate whilst on the date. Wait until after so that you can be fully present with 
your date during the time you are together 
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• Remember there is a time of not-knowing. If you feel pulled toward someone and don’t 
feel sure yet, then just keep going until you DO know. 

 

• Get centered before making any decisions. When you are “off,” it is hard to see clearly. 
You are seeing through a glass darkly, so the rule of thumb is do not even try to evaluate until 
you are feeling good. 

 

• Use your power of veto easily. Do not stick with someone out of fear that you won’t 
find anyone else. 

 

• Guilt can play no part in dating, so do not feel obligated. Dating is a time of trying 
people on freely to see if they fit, and there is the understanding that you’re allowed to go no 
further at any time. 

 

• Chemistry has to be there. Crackling chemistry is important, and if you don’t feel it 
could develop or cringe at kissing someone, you need to move on. 

 

• The person you are evaluating needs to be clearly interested in you. Be aware that ALL 
dating involves one party being more interested than the other until you meet The One. Then, it’s 
entirely mutual. It is not a failure if someone does not reciprocate your interest level. It’s just a 
wrong fit. Do not accept less than someone who makes no bones about that fact that they’re into 
you. Otherwise, you are selling yourself short, settling for far too little, and wasting time with a 
non-soulmate. 

 

• If it is not flowing, and you are trying to make someone fit, then you need to move on. 
People beat a dead horse far too often out of fear there will not be another chance for love. Never 
act out of such a lack of faith. 

 

• If you are not sure, but you’re not done, keep going until you DO know. That’s fine, 
and you never know. 

 

• If it’s going so well that you have to get used to it, that’s a very good sign. It is most 
characteristic of soulmate love. 
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• Soulmate recognition is not instant. If you’ve had a guard up due to being hurt, it may 
slowly dawn on you that this is the One. Love at first sight only happens 10% of the time. As 
long as you are being pulled to continue, keep going and at some point, you may realize that this 
is IT. 

 

Once you have time to evaluate, then it’s best to be honest in cutting someone lose. It is 
far kinder to say: “I’m just not feeling the chemistry” than stringing someone along because you 
fear being truthful. 

 

Carry on with any possibilities, but it bears repeating that it needs to be mutual. You 
should not be making all the date plans or initiating all contact. If there is not clear interest on 
both sides, time to move on. Soulmate love is characterized by an ardent need to see one another. 
It is not lukewarm or just companionable. It is much more. If at any time, the motivation wanes, 
proceed with caution. 

 

You can do this! Remember that fostering faith within yourself will make it easier to 
continue until you meet your perfect match – your soulmate. And your union will be worth every 
bit of dating & refining you do that leads up to it. 
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6. Some Final Notes 
 

• Dating can be a healing time in your life. This has surprised many people who had been 
avoiding dating. Once they dated the way that I teach it, they got very popular. They were in the 
“zone,” having fun with it. High school wallflowers healed the part of them that worried they 
were undesirable. The same for former nerds. They weren’t expecting to enjoy dating so much, 
but found value in it, and made some good friends along the way to their soulmate. (And they did 
find their soulmate pretty quickly, too). 

 

• Remember to keep dating light & fun. If you have been doing my work, you sent out a 
soul call for the love of your life, and you set an intention to bring on your soulmate. So, on a 
certain level, this is already done. Now, it’s just the playing out of it, so you don’t have to be 
heavyhanded with dating. Just relax, enjoy and let it flow. 

 

• Keep your heart open, and don’t hyperfocus on little things like who pays, waiting for a 
text or call, worrying you are too vulnerable. If you are following this method of target dating, it 
will fall into place. Adding fear to the mix can delay love for you. There is nothing as attractive 
as someone walking in faith with an open heart. 

 

Deciding the Next Person You Date is Your Soulmate 
 

Some folks who will never like dating – who don’t like meeting people they don’t know 
– decide that the next person they date will be their soulmate. It’s something that I’ve led many 
people to, and you can do this. It requires getting yourself into a more happy place than you’ve 
ever been, shoring up your confidence and faith and being very clear on both your intention and 
weeding out any old patterns. You also must evaluate well so you don’t date anyone who is 
clearly inappropriate. While there is value in dating, if it’s really not for you, then follow this 
method carefully. You and I can set an intention right now that the next person you date is your 
soulmate. Go write it down right now as an intention! 

 

When to Give Up 
 

Do you hold on like a dog with a bone when you find someone who could be The One? 
Even when it’s clear it’s not a match? Are you slow to say “next!”? Here are some guidelines to 
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remind you when you need to quit beating that dead horse, and move on. Part of target dating is 
not spending much time with Mr. or Ms. Wrong. 

 

• When it feels bad to you, when they're physically abusive and overwhelmingly 
emotionally abusive, tear you down, are not supportive, etc. 

 

• When it's not growing. When you feel drained. It’s not mutual. The relationship is either 
taking you down or sucking you dry. 

 

• When the other person is not willing. If they refuse to do anything to grow with you, are 
not coming at you. If they’re lukewarm about dating you.. You are above this and deserve better. 
You shouldn't have to chase someone or do all of the heavy lifting in the relationship. 

 

• When it is just not flowing. No attraction is developing. The other person is resisting.  

EXAMPLE: One man would not kiss the women he was spending time with. He held 
back about making love. He needed to be cut loose. This is also true of the man who would never 
plan weekend dates with a woman I worked with, but tended toward late night booty calls. If it 
does not feel honoring of you, it’s time to let go. 

 

• If it's growing & still feels dynamic, even if you're not getting what you want or it's not 
as fast as you want, it’s okay to keep going for a while. However, if the person you're with has a 
whole history of going full-throttle and hedging, backing out at the last minute, a back-and-forth, 
take a good look before you continue.  

 

If it has frustrated you, gotten your hopes up only to shatter them, this is probably crazy 
love, as described in my book Love Will Find You and not soulmate material. If this pattern has 
happened several times over, I would bail and mean it. At that point, do my Releasing a Person 
work, let go & walk away.  

 

You can make that decision even if they're trying again to get into your life. You can 
have choice & certainly it isn't necessary to be at someone's beck and call when they are 
dishonoring you. Too many people ask “what if he calls again?” as though they are a puppet on a 
string. This is not worthy of you! 
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Online Dating 
 

It took me years to address online dating as a course, because the process of dating online 
can bring people down so much. I was surprised to discover in 2013 when we did a survey how 
many people had taken the dating process described in this book, applied it to online dating and 
found love that way. Scads of married people responded to our survey, saying they used my 
work to online date, and it was effective. 

 

So I finally gave in to online dating as a separate topic. 

 

I did a telecourse during Summer 2013 specifically on online dating (which is a whole 
book in itself), and we had a majority of participants find love during those 8 weeks. 

 

In our survey, we found that 95% of people who do my work online date, and since I 
want to be of service, I will offer more and more help for this specific avenue of finding love. 

 

So yes, you can online date using this method. Here are some of the keys to dating online 
effectively. 

 

• Online dating can set you back. This is why it took me so long to address it. To avoid it 
setting you back, do not look for the rejection. Ignore those who don’t get back to you or don’t 
show interest. Do not take your success or failure at online dating as meaning you will never find 
love. It is a removed way of meeting someone with little emotional bonding involved until you 
meet face-to-face. So, you must take it lightly and not as any measure of how attractive you are 
or your prospects for love. 

 

• If online dating is getting you down, and you cannot take it more lightly, take down 
your online profile and do your inner work. Love will come to you organically. Far fewer people 
meet dating online than any other way, so contrary to what your friends may tell you, you don’t 
have to online date to find love. 

 

• Using online dating to show you how many lovely people are available is best use. It 
can confirm for you the abundance of possibilities you have. (The latest census confirmed there 
are more single people than married, so you are in the majority now). 
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• Another great reason to online date is to put up your “available” sign energetically. You 
are confirming your intention to find love, and that’s awesome! You are telling the Universe 
“I’m ready for love” which is powerful. But don’t put all your eggs in that basket, by any means. 
Online dating cannot bear up to that level of pressure 

 

• Get in a good mood before you do your profile, your photo or go online to check 
messages and answer quizzes. Be honest and brief in how you present yourself and do not lie. 
When you lie or even fudge, you are worrying that you are not enough and have to manipulate to 
find love. Wrong! You are perfect “as is,” and your soulmate will recognize this. 

 

• Go back and use the interaction method described in Step Three of this book for online 
dating. You can use it for messages, in-person meetings, chats and any other communications. 

 

• Online dating is just an introduction, a way to meet someone. If you follow my advice 
and get in the zone before doing anything involved with it, you can get face-to-face with 
someone quickly, and that is the goal. Once you are locking eyeballs, you can tell so much more 
about chemistry, compatibility, and you can use the material in this book to make sure you 
connect in the best way possible. 

 

• If you can’t see each other right away, then at least get on the phone or do a video chat. 
With online dating, you are starting at a disadvantage to in-person meeting because there is not 
as much of a chance to emotionally bond or see if there is chemistry. 

 

• Love knows no bounds, so try to go easy on geographic location, age or so-called 
“appropriateness.” 

 

• Do everything else described in this book to stay confident, positive and open-hearted. 

 

• Ignore any yucky stuff that happens online. What you focus on grows bigger, so just 
write it off as part of the process. 

 

• Never emotionally bond until you meet someone in person. The term catfish is new, and 
highlights our tendency, when we are single, to fill our love vacuum with an imagined 
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connection. If you wait until you meet in person to put much stock in something, this will avoid 
that pitfall. And believe me, the Real Deal will exceed your imaginings by far, so you don’t need 
to make something up and project it on to the first stranger you connect with. 

 

Faith 
 

Opening up to love can be a very vulnerable time. All of our fears about being lovable 
and desirable come up. There is a tendency to compensate by getting defensive, scared and off.  

 

The quality that will help you find love the most quickly and skirt over all of the bumps 
in the road is faith. Knowing that you get love -- that it is a done deal -- makes it so much easier 
to stay positive. You become less reactive to situations that arise, and have a much more pleasant 
dating period that won’t last long because you will find your One rapidly. 

 

Do you have a secret sense of dread? Do you have a fear that the shoe will drop any 
minute? Do you wake up at night worried about situations in your life? Are you just sure that 
everyone will find love before you? Do you say things like “It’s just my luck” about setbacks? 
Are you superstitious – thinking that if you walk under that ladder, call too soon or make one 
wrong move you are doomed in the love department? 

 

These are all signs that you need to work on your trust levels. Let me assure you that you 
get love. That is not in question. You would not be reading this book if love were not in your 
future (and soon). You can rest in that knowledge and expedite this journey. 

 

The next time you get skittish make a list of all the things going well in your life. Add to 
it all of the reasons you are worthy of love. And then distract yourself with something fun or 
heartwarming (kitten videos?) to interrupt your pattern of worry. Nudge your way into greater 
faith, and a whole new world will open up to you where finding love is the easiest thing you’ve 
ever done. 

 

Watch What Influences You 
When you’re looking for love, not only are you vulnerable, but you’ll try just about 

anything to find your mate. There is a billion dollar industry catering to singles that may seek to 
prey on that eagerness. And it’s easy to get led astray. Watch out for the following. 
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• Avoid dating advice that tries to make you something you’re not. If it’s telling you to 
act this way to find love, and this is just not you, ignore it. It won’t help, but instead, will weaken 
you. This sort of dating advice is telling you that you’re not lovable as is. It’s advising you to 
change something or you’ll never get love. Wrong! Examples: The Seduction Community school 
of trying to pick up women and any rules-based dating systems where you have to get it just so. 

 

• Don’t fall for books and classes that try to teach you how all women, all men or any 
particular group act. We are all individuals, and don’t fit neatly into concise groups. These 
systems look at tendencies of certain genders and types, but you are just looking for one person, 
who may or may not fall neatly into a stereotype. Seeking to understand another is good, but 
your soulmate is individual to YOU. (S)he may act completely out of character when laying eyes 
on you. I have seen many a supposed “player” become a devoted, monogamous family man once 
he met his match. 

 

• If dating advice is making you work too hard to get love, be cautious. You don’t have to 
work to “catch” someone. That’s really insulting if you think about it. It implies you’re not good 
enough to get someone on your own merit. You have to work. You’ll set yourself up for a 
lifetime of effort to keep someone if you “catch” them using the advice, and ultimately, it won’t 
work out anyway. 

 

• Look out for love gurus who have never had a successful relationship in their lives. 
Sometimes teachers dispense valuable wisdom even when they haven’t personally experienced 
something. But it is so much easier to be pulled to something you want by someone who is 
already there. In this case, someone who struggled to find their soulmate, did so and is now in a 
longterm relationship can pull you to your own soulmate more easily than someone who is not in 
a relationship and has never conducted a successful one. It’s kind of hard to imagine someone 
dispensing info on finding your soulmate when they clearly have not ever experienced it 
themselves. (Would you take money advice from a pauper?!) 

 

It is worth investigating the source before you go gung-ho into any dating work. 

 

• Make sure the dating advice has worked for others. Real names and couples who have 
used the work to find love are a good clue. 

 

• Well-meaning friends and family will dispense all sorts of useless dating advice to you. 
Don’t be upset, because they’re just trying to be helpful, but be aware that only you know what 
will work for you. They are not in your shoes, and if their advice is limited or insulting, let go of 
it right away using Step 2 of this process.  
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Many, many people would rather just have anyone than even get their head around the 
idea of an actual soulmate. You will end up being the happiest person you know in relationship. 
You will pass those you once envied.  

It is rarified work that you are doing – to not settle and go for the love of your life, so 
don’t expect others to understand. If you can find someone to do this work with you, that’s great, 
but be wary of anyone who may throw cold water on your dreams. In fact, be careful who you 
even tell what you are doing. At the beginning, you will be very vulnerable to naysayers, and that 
can set you back.
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7. Questions and Answers 
 

Q: Do I really have to date? 

 

A: Yes! Even if you meet your soulmate at a weekend retreat and get to know each other 
during meals and exercises, you are still “dating” in my definition – getting to know each other. 
You would not marry someone you didn’t know, so yes, you have to date! 

 

Q:  I have been dating a guy for almost 2 months. We have barely even kissed. He holds 
back and he just says he’s not ready to go further. I am getting frustrated and wonder if I should 
keep going or let it go. How should I handle this? 

 

A: This is not a good sign. You may really like him, but settling for crumbs when you 
could have the whole enchilada is selling yourself short. You could give it one last try by laying 
it on the line with him. Tell him you are worried that there is no chemistry, and his behavior is 
not helping. You want to be free to find love, and it does not feel like it’s happening here. If he 
changes anything, give it another go, but if he still hesitates to go further, you must let go. I 
know it’s tempting to stay just because you have the hots for him, but mutual love is what 
soulmate love is all about, so you’re settling. 

 

Q: I keep getting attracted to unavailable people, even before I know they’re not free. 
How can I avoid this? 

 

A: Go back to Step 1 in this book, and reread the portions on your script. You may have 
an unconscious energy that draws people like this. You may even be unavailable yourself. It’s 
very easy to stay unavailable when you get caught up in those that are not available. Work on 
dissolving your script.  

 

And on a practical level, find out as quickly as possible what someone’s status is, and if 
they are unavailable, force yourself to move on. If you are doing the exercises in this book, 
you’re chipping away at this pattern anyway. Keep imagining a relationship that goes the whole 
way with someone who is completely available to you. 
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Q: We've been dating for over a month and we haven't had a discussion about our 
relationship. We talk about our hypothetical relationship with our hypothetical future spouse, but 
he still hasn't asked me to be his girlfriend. I’m getting impatient. How should I approach this? 

 

A: This is one of the more common issues people bring up once they meet someone. This 
is where faith comes in. If the relationship feels dynamic, growing and exciting, then take heart. 
You don’t need to worry. Trying to pressure someone into committing before they’re ready 
doesn’t work. No formal commitment or even a piece of paper ensures relationship security. This 
whole fear about status is a lack of faith. 

 

If you can work on your own inner faith without involving him, you will get what you 
want. You’ve already set the intention for the whole deal: love, marriage and family. And you 
can rest assured you will get it. You don’t need to jump the gun out of fear and force the issue 
with him. Check in with yourself and if you can see the relationship is going well, and he is 
clearly interested, let that be enough for now. Honor him by letting him have his own timeline, 
and you will get what you want. 

 

In the meantime, enjoy the courtship. Falling in love is one of the most pleasurable 
experiences you will ever have, so relish every moment of it. And let the rest take care of itself. 

 

Q: I would like to meet (recognize) my soulmate now.  I don't feel like having to go 
through a lot more time looking. But on the other hand, if I say he's the next person I date, then it 
might put pressure on me in a weird way.  Can I say that he's among the men I'm meeting/dating 
right now and while I'm enjoying all this fun stuff it becomes obvious to me and to him that we're 
soulmates?  This idea that I have to date others or a lot of people makes me feel like I'm delaying 
something that doesn't need to be delayed. 

 

A: You are overthinking this and letting worry get the best of you. I like that last part, just 
that it becomes obvious to you and however it happens is just fine. If being that focused on the 
how constricts you then just affirm this: “My soulmate comes to me in the pefect way and in the 
perfect timing, and it is magical” and leave it at that. 

 

Remember that if you are getting fraught, this is not full of faith. Love is not in your 
head, it’s in your heart. If you are overthinking, you probably have a pattern of worry (like 
perfectionists tend to) and are trying to find a way to feel comfortable. Do the exercises in this 
book to shore yourself up, and let go of trying to predict just how it will happen. Very few who 
do my work could ever have predicted their magical love story, but it doesn’t matter. You 
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shouldn’t need that level of reassurance – knowing just how it will happen. Enjoy the surprise of 
its unfoldment. 

 

Q: I hate to admit this, but I have not dated in years. I got hurt and just couldn’t bring 
myself to date again. Now, I feel I’m very set in my ways, and worry I’m not good love material. 
No one has noticed me in ages, and I’m not exactly a spring chicken. Is there hope for me? 

 

A: You have every hope for love, bless your heart. Love knows no bounds like age, and 
I’ve had people use my work to find love into their late 80’s (now, but it may go up – it’s always 
changing). You are as love-worthy as ever, and the lack of interest is just a function of a script 
you’ve adopted. If you think that your wrinkles make you undesirable, you need to let go of that 
belief with the release process. Untrue! And substitute it with the belief that you get love at your 
current age, and your soulmate finds you desirable now. Next, I would work on flirting. Flirting 
is defined as a light sexual energy in communication, and it will open you back up. People can 
shut down if they haven’t had sex in a while. But if you flirt and seek to connect, then you will 
open that back up, and you will get noticed again. Imagine that your soulmate is easy to live with 
and does not upset the ways you’ve developed, other than enhancing your life in every way. My 
other suggestion is to either daydream about what life will be like with your soulmate as your 
companion or spend more time dating. Laying back in a template of having someone in your life 
will make love happen more quickly. 

 

One final note. When you are with your soulmate, it is like no other experience. Past 
relationships have no bearing on how good it will get. So do not take past experiences as any 
indicator of how it will be with the love of your life. It will be better, easier and will not hurt you. 
Knowing that will help you to open up to the love awaiting you now. 

 

 

 

Blessings and love to you as you date for your soulmate. It will happen 
quickly, and your very longing – that which motivated you to get this book – 
for this special being will bring you two together. I am with you and proud of 
you that you finished this book. Have a ball as you date right into the arms of 

the love of your life! 
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To Go Further In This Work 
 

This book is short. It has the basics of my dating for your soulmate technique, and I’ve 
done it at the request of many people who wanted it boiled down, short and sweet. 

 

In case you want more back-up to stay in attractant mode or still are not manifesting 
easily, here are some resources to go further with me as your partner to produce the love you 
want. 

 

True Love Tuesdays! 

 
**FREE** ebooks every single Tuesday on Amazon. Go to my author page here to see 

what's free on Tuesdays (extending to Wednesdays some weeks) 

 

In case you like this book & want to keep going in this work -- to stay in the most 
attractant mode possible-- look for a free book (sometimes two) every Tuesday. Some may 
extend their free time to Wednesdays. 

 

Click here & scroll down to look for the book with a $0 (zero dollars) price on Kindle on 
Tuesdays (& some Wednesdays) 

 

Further Resources 

 

• Date for Your Soulmate Course -- Are you ready to make the next person you date be 
your soulmate? Want to learn how to hold on loosely and not freak out when you meet someone 
hot (most likely to be your soulmate)? This in-depth, high end course has everything you need to 
not delay finding love any longer. The course takes what you've started in this book and brings it 
home until you are highly skilled at bonding, become irresistible and quickly find love. It has had 
a huge track record of success and will save you thousands in barking up the wrong tree with 
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wasted money spent on bad dating methods, futile online endeavors and buying things that won't 
help your love life a bit. Take a look at it here to see success stories and find out more. 

 
http://www.kathrynalice.com/date4soulmate/ 

 
• Releasing a Person -- CD, Download and/or Ebook  – If you are really hung up on 

someone, you may need this one. That’s also true if you get chronically attached to others. Some 
use it lightly as a dating tool. Others use this process to recover from heartbreak, a divorce or 
deep attachment. All have told me it is balm to their souls and blessed relief! The audio version 
is great to listen to in the car or while working out. It also contains the release process as a 
meditation set to music, and some say that hearing my reassuring voice helps them to really get 
this process and make it work. This is Book 1 of this book’s series. 

 
http://www.amazon.com/Releasing-Person-Recover-Breakup-Divorce/dp/B0001KCI0O 

 

• Manifesting Love CD – Basically, this is the audio version of the book you are now 
reading. It’s by far the most effective way to send out a Soul Call and has helped thousands of 
people magnetize love to them. In the meantime, the CD helps them sleep well and stay hopeful. 
60 minutes including 2 guided meditations, one short and one long, teaching, tools and a song to 
help keep you uplifted! 

http://www.amazon.com/Manifesting-Love-Call-Forth-Soulmate/dp/0975322400 

 

• Manifest Your  Soulmate Book – this book is a transcript (with extras) of the 
Manifesting Love CD in the event that you’d rather read than hear this material (or do both). It’s 
less money, and tens of thousands attribute it to their happy romances and marriages (& 
children). 

 
http://www.amazon.com/Manifest-Your-Soulmate-Attraction-ebook/dp/B00AK7GRZA 

 

• Love Will Find You Book – an Amazon bestseller since 2007, this book offers a 9 step 
process to magnetize love to you. Well-reviewed and well-loved, it can be found in every 
English-speaking country in bookstores, but you can order it right on Amazon, too. It covers 
many of the points in this short book, but in more depth and adds many details plus some great 
uplifting love stories. Still, it’s a fun and quick read. 

http://www.amazon.com/Love-Will-Find-You-Soulmate/dp/1569242771 

 

• Finding Forever Love Book – This is the 99 cent “quickstart” guide to my love 
attraction work. 
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http://www.amazon.com/Finding-Forever-Love-Attraction-ebook/dp/B00AKKRZK8 
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